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Abstract – This paper proposes a general solution for the School timetabling problem. As all staff is busy and the end time lecture conduct is severe problem for college. So to automatic Virtual Guide is been implemented which will extract web content based on recent topic been taught. An enormous amount of learning material is needed for a e-learning content management system to be effective. This has led to the difficulty of locating suitable learning materials for the particular learning topic, creating the need for automatic exploration of good content within the learning context. We aim to tackle this need by proposing a novel approach to find out good materials from world wide web for an e-Learning content management system. This work presents domain ontology concepts based query method for searching documents from web and proposes concept and term based ranking system for obtaining the ranked seed documents which is then used by a concept-focused crawling system. The set of crawled documents hence obtained and would be obtained an appropriate set of content material for building an e-learning content management system. The filtered data crawled will be provided with speech output.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This work proposes that Information Retrieval (IR) techniques and technologies could be specifically designed to traverse the WWW and centrally collect educational resources, categorized by topic area. IR systems are generally concerned with receiving a user’s information need in textual form and finding relevant documents which satisfy that need from a specific collection of documents [3]. Most existing content retrieval techniques rely on indexing keywords. Unfortunately, keywords or index terms alone cannot adequately capture a document contents, resulting in poor retrieval performance [7]. Typically, the information need is expressed as a combination of keywords and a set of constraints. However, here we use learning terms associated with topic under consideration extracted from the domain ontology. These topics and learning terms are used in the concept based query method. In addition, this work proposes a concept and term based ranking system for ordering the documents from search engine to obtain a ranked list of seed documents. With the appearance of sophisticated search engines, finding materials for e-learning is not a problem. However, the resources that one discovers might have varying styles and may be targeted at different type of audiences. The resources may not have a complete coverage of topics which the instructor actually requires for content authoring. Moreover, a number of resources which are retrieved are highly redundant [4]. Hence, appropriate ranking of documents using concept and topic learning terms possibly will help in retrieving topic related documents and reducing redundancy from retrieved content. In this work, the ranking system exploits the concept-document similarity of the document collection. These ranked documents could then be used as seed documents for our proposed crawling system.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Web Parsing:

The Document Object Model Parser interface provides a ability to parse XML or HTML source code from a string into the DOM Document. DOM parser is intended for working with XML as an object graph (a tree like structure) in memory – so called "Document Object Model (DOM)". Firstly, the parser traverses the input XML file and creates DOM objects corresponding to the nodes in XML file. These DOM objects are linked with each other in a tree like structure. Once the parser is done with parsing process, we get a tree-like DOM object structure back from it. Now we can traverse the structure of DOM back and forth as we want – to get/update/delete data from it.

2.2 Text To Speech:

Text-to-Speech (TTS) encoder decoder architectures. These auto encoders learn the features from speech only and text only a datasets by switching the encoders and decoders used in ASR and TTS models.

2.3 Pattern Mining

This pattern step is designed to handle set-typed data, where multiple values occur, thus a naive approach is to discover repetitive patterns in the input. However, there can be many repetitive patterns discovered and the pattern can be embedded in the form of another pattern, which makes the deduction of the template difficult. The good news is that we can neglect the effect of missing attributes (optional data) since they are handled in the previous step. Thus, we should focus on how repetitive patterns are merged to deduce the data structure. In this section, we detect every consecutive repetitive pattern (tandem repeat) and merge them (by deleting all occurrences except for the first one) from small length to large length.

World situations. It requires a small amount of training data to estimate the parameters.
2.4 Speech Recognition:

Speech recognition is an interdisciplinary subfield of computational linguistics that develops methodologies and technologies that enables the recognition and translation of spoken language into text by computers. It can also known as automatic speech recognition (ASR), computer speech recognition or speech to text (STT). It incorporates knowledge and research in a linguistics, computer science, and electrical engineering fields. Some speech recognition systems require "training" (also called as"enrollment") where an individual speaker reads text or isolated vocabulary into a system. The system analyzes the person’s specific voice and uses it to fine-tune the recognition of that person’s speech, resulting in increased accuracy. Systems that do not use training are called “speaker independent” systems. Systems that uses training are called as ”speaker dependent”.

3. LITERATURE SURVEY

The pace of growth of the world-wide body of available information in digital format (text and audiovisual) constitute a permanent challenges for content retrieval technologies [1]. The popularity of exchange and dissemination of content through a web has created a huge amount of educational resources and a challenge of locating suitable learning references specific to a learning topic has become a big challenge [2]. As the web grows it will become increasingly difficult for educators to discover and aggregate collections of relevant and useful educational content. There is, as yet, no centralized method of discovering, aggregating and utilizing educational content [3].

This work proposes that Information Retrieval (IR) techniques and technologies could be specifically designed to traverse the WWW and centrally collect educational resources, categorized by topic area. IR systems are generally concerned with receiving a user's information need in textual form and finding relevant documents which satisfy that need from a specific collection of documents [3]. Most existing content retrieval techniques rely on indexing keywords. Unfortunately, keywords or index terms alone cannot adequately capture a document contents, resulting in poor retrieval performance [7]. Typically, the information need is expressed as a combination of keywords and a set of constraints. However, here we use learning terms associated with topic under consideration extracted from the domain ontology. These topics and learning terms are used in the concept based query method.

In addition, this work proposes a concept and term based ranking system for ordering the documents from search engine to obtain a ranked list of seed documents. With the appearance of sophisticated search engines, finding materials for e- learning is not a problem. However, the resources that one discovers might have varying styles and may be targeted at different type of audiences. The resources may not have a complete coverage of topics which the instructor actually requires for content authoring. Moreover, a number of resources which are retrieved are highly redundant [4]. Hence, appropriate ranking of documents using concept and topic learning terms possibly will help in retrieving topic related documents and reducing redundancy from retrieved content. In this work, the ranking system exploits the concept-document similarity of the document collection. These ranked documents could then be used as seed documents for our proposed crawling system.

Similar to the work described by [11], the proposed system also used the concepts of the ontology to query the web to obtain seed documents. The ontology used by us is however specially designed a computer science ontology based on the ACM classification hierarchy. The association of terms to concepts for specific purposes has been used by InfoWeb [13] a filtering system using user profiles in a digital library scenario. Here the semantic network used to represent the user profile has nodes representing concepts and as more information is gathered about the user the profile is enhanced by associating additional weighted keywords with these concept nodes. This idea has been used in the work described in this paper where in the ontology, each node in addition to having concepts from ACM classification, has an associated set of topic learning terms typically used when teaching this topic. At present, this set of associated topic learning terms is manually obtained from typical texts covering a topic. As a future enhancement we propose to enhance this ontology through machine learning techniques. The search using concepts and topic learning terms from the ontology retrieves a set of seed documents.

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM

To provide virtual guide using web crawler BOT. As the web grows it will become increasingly difficult for educators to discover and aggregate collections of relevant and useful educational content. There is, as yet, no centralized method of discovering, aggregating and utilizing educational content.
DOM Parser

According to our page generation model, data instances of the same type have the same path from the root in the DOM trees of the input pages. Thus, our algorithm does not need to merge similar subtrees from different levels and the task to merge multiple trees can be broken down from a tree level to a string level. Starting from root nodes <html> of all input DOM trees, which belong to some type constructor we want to discover, our algorithm applies a new multiple string alignment algorithm to their first-level child nodes. There are at least two advantages in this design. First, as the number of child nodes under a parent node is much smaller than the number of nodes in the whole DOM tree or the number of HTML tags in a Webpage, thus, the effort for multiple string alignment here is less than that of two complete page alignments in RoadRunner. Second, nodes with the same tag name (but with different functions) can be better differentiated by the subtrees they represent, which is an important feature. Instead, our algorithm will recognize such nodes as peer nodes and denote the same symbol for those child nodes to facilitate the following string alignment.

After the string alignment step, we conduct pattern mining on the aligned string S to discover all possible repeats (set type data) from length 1 to length |S|/2. After removing extra occurrences of the discovered pattern, we can then decide whether data are an option or not based on their occurrence vector. The four steps, peer node recognition, string alignment, pattern mining, and optional node detection, involve typical ideas that are used in current research on Web data extraction. However, they are redesigned or applied in a different sequence and scenario to solve key issues in page-level data extraction.

3. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented BOT Virtual Guide which will obtaining seed documents from search engine and presented a concept-focused crawling system for the discovery of educational content from the web.
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